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Abstract In this research, it is aimed to examine the effect of organizational justice behaviors on organizational silence and cynicism based on the opinions of academics who serve in Schools of Physical Education and Sports, and Faculties of Sports Sciences. Research group consisted of academics from 22 different universities in Turkey. There are 320 people (245 males and 75 females) in the research group. Organizational justice scale, organizational silence scale, organizational cynicism scale and job performance scale are used as data collecting tools in the study. During the research, a model was tried to be created that reflected the correlation among organizational justice behaviors, organizational silence and cynicism the new model was examined by means of Structural Equation Model via Lisrel 8.7. According to the results, the higher the perception of organizational justice behaviors, the less the organizational cynicism. Moreover, there was a positive significant correlation between organizational silence and organizational cynicism.
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1. Introduction

It can be mentioned that justice is one of the most important elements everywhere that human beings exist. Justice, which plays a role in regular improvement of individual and societal life, is also a remarkable element in the organizations where an individual spends a great portion of his daily life. It is possible to say that justice is one of the prerequisites for the organizations to improve and continue their existence. In this context, it is obvious that organizational justice is an important organizational behavior for an organization to exist and improve [1]. It may well be argued that organizational justice is an important and notable element for all organizations. In this sense, it is believed that organizational justice is a remarkable concept for educational organizations just as for business organizations.

It was accepted by social scientists that organizational justice has an importance as a basic necessity for effective functioning of the organizations and personal satiation of the employees and injustice should be seen as a problem in an organizational sense [2]. Based on this theory, many researches have been conducted, which emphasized the impact of perception of justice on employees. Studies on organizational justice put forth that concerns on justice can affect the attitudes and behaviors of the employees [3]. In this sense, when employees’ perceptions about the organizational practices are fair, it causes them to exhibit positive attitudes and behaviors, while a perception of injustice may cause negative behaviors like theft and aggression, which makes it difficult for the organizations to reach its goals [4]. Moreover, perception of justice or the way of employees’ perceiving justice affects job outputs related with performance like job satisfaction, organizational commitment, organizational silence, organizational cynicism, performance, and job motivation.

Former studies showed that perception about the existence of organizational injustice caused negative results like a decrease in organizational commitment, organizational citizenship behavior and job performance, and on the other hand, it caused an increase in organizational cynicism and quitting rates [5, 6].

Perception of organizational justice is one of the important features of employees’ behaviors. Because, employees, whose perception of organizational justice is
positive, tend to exhibit positive behaviors, while employees, whose perception of organizational justice is negative, may tend to negative behaviors like decreasing levels of effort and trust in organization. In this sense, as an important area of study in effective functioning of the organizations, organizational justice has been studied extensively in recent years in organizational psychology, human resources management and organizational behavior fields [2]. Organizational justice can be defined as the perception of the employees about distribution, transaction, functioning and interaction in an organization. While creating this perception, employees identify various scales for themselves and use those scales in identifying whether or not they are treated fairly [7]. Organizational justice includes perceived justice about all of the social and economic mutual exchanges, and relationships of the individuals with their superiors, colleagues and the organization as a social system [8]. Although perception of organizational justice was mentioned in the literature as one of the determinants of organizational silence, scarcity of the studies, which were conducted on organizational justice and organizational silence together, drew attention [9].

Various kinds of dimensioning on organizational justice exist in the literature. At first, organizational justice was handled in two dimensions. One of them was distributive justice, defined as the fairness of the gains obtained by employees, and procedural justice, defined as the fairness of the procedures for determining those gains [10]. In later studies, organizational justice was examined in three dimensions as distributive, procedural, and interactional justice. Lastly, Greenberg [11] added new dimensions to perception of justice by dividing interactional justice into two as interpersonal justice (Related with distributive justice and with interpersonal attitudes regarding the level of politeness, value, and respect shown to the employees by the ones who determine gains) and informational justice (Related with procedural justice and with distribution of gains and how much information is given and how much explanation is made to employees about processes regarding these distributions) [3,12]. These dimensions of the organizational justice have importance at different levels for faith and attitude which employees develop about the organizational justice have importance at different levels for faith and attitude which employees develop about the organization and the administration [13]. In this research, organizational justice is handled in four dimensions as distributive, procedural, interpersonal and informational justice.

Organizational silence is a type of behavior, which can increase or decrease the organizational performance. Although organizational silence has a difficult style of expression sentimentally, it is an effective method in pointing out pleasing or displeasing situations in the organization [14]. Morrison and Milliken [15] defined silence as “the situation where the employees consciously keep their works, ideas, knowledge and thoughts regarding organizational development for themselves.” In another definition, silence is defined as the situation where the employees are avoiding from oral or written statement about the behavioral, cognitive or emotional evaluations of their organizational matters to the people who can change or fix this situation [16]. According to Çolak [17], remaining silent issue should not be perceived as a passive behavior such as withdrawing of an individual, social silence or inertia. When silence is performed consciously, its active side steps in. Attitude of keeping opinions and ideas can be due to individual, cultural, social and sometimes biological factors. Remaining silent in organizational climate is actually hiding the ideas or opinions preferably or compulsorily in the face of an organizational problem or matter. Silence of the organizations occurs since employees do not make any contribution to their organizations [18]. According to Henriksen and Dayton [19], organizational silence is a group of little responses to significant problems that an organization faces. In a research conducted on public employees by Karacaoğlu and Küçükköylü [20], it was pointed out that silence was observed to be nonsignificant and attitudes of employees were rather weak regarding organizational cynicism.

Basic causes, which lead to organizational silence, are classified as individual, social and organizational factors. Individual factors are thoughts such as using shortcut, prejudices, maintaining status quo and keeping the existing situation. Social factors are climate of distrust and uncertainties on adaptation behavior and responsibility. Organizational factors are indisputable beliefs, unnecessary and incorrect information, and negligence of the interdependencies with other units related with the job [19].

It is observed that organizational silence has not been studied enough in the organizational behavior and management literature, despite its increasing importance in terms of both organizations and employees [21]. In recent years, beyond its meaning that individual have nothing to say or have no idea on a matter, the notion, that silence may be a phenomenon which contains deep and secret meanings inside, has widely been accepted [22]. If the employees give a message to their organizations or managers by remaining silent, then the meaning of this message should be interpreted thoroughly. Because there are potential risks that can affect the attitudes, behaviors or job gains of the employees in the background of these messages [23].

Organizational cynicism is one of the issues that have drawn attention in recent years especially in the field of organizational behavior. It is defined as the employees’ beliefs that the employing organization lacks honesty and also defined as their negative attitudes towards the employing organization. Moreover, it emerges as a result of not fulfilling basic expectations such as sincerity, justice and honesty [24]. Cynicism, which was defined in the
Organizational cynicism, defined as the individual’s negative attitude towards the employing organization, emerges as a result of not fulfilling the basic expectations such as sincerity, justice and honesty by the organization [24]. In this context, since such employees, who have this kind of negative attitudes, can be found in almost all organizations, it is necessary to be aware of premises and outcomes of organizational cynicism in order to understand organization and employee efficiency [28]. When the employees perceive their organizations, organizational practices, and practices of the managers as fair, it urges them to display positive attitudes and behaviors towards the organization and their managers. On the other hand, when employees perceive their organizations as unfair, it urges them to exhibit negative behaviors against the organization and managers [29].

Brandes [30] defined organizational cynicism as a three-dimensional negative attitude towards the employing organization. These dimensions included; (1) belief that the organization was deprived of honesty (2) a negative feeling against the organization and depending on these, (3) derogatory and critical behaviors towards the organization [31]. In this context, the concept of organizational cynicism consists of three dimensions; cognitive (belief), affective (emotion) and behavioral (behavior).

If the employees believe that the practices in the organization and decisions made are fair and they have perceptions in this manner, this situation may be a motivating factor for them not to remain silent and talk [32]. Thus, relationship between silence and justice were investigated in different researches and it was put forward that employees having a high level of perception of justice moved away from silence behaviors [21, 32-35]. When the employees perceive that the distribution of gains in the organization, the interaction during this distribution, and methods and processes used to determine those gains are fair, it may lead them to express their ideas and opinions clearly and easily. In other words, ethical and fair behaviors that the organizational authority exhibit will diminish employees’ personal fears on being victim and galvanize them into action to talk about potential issues and problems about the work and the organization. If the opposite is the case, then employees’ tendency to remain silent may increase [34].

In the light of studies mentioned above, it can be said that perception of justice or injustice in the organization will be one of the important determinants of organizational silence and organizational cynicism. In order to test the hypotheses of the research, data collected from the interviews with academics from Schools of Physical Education and Faculties of Sports Sciences was used. The aim of this study is to identify the effect of organizational justice, which is regarded as one of the premises of organizational silence and cynicism in the literature and thought to have significant effects on employee attitude towards the organization, on academic organizations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Group

Research group consisted of academics from Schools of Physical Education and Sports, and Faculties of Sports Sciences of 22 different universities in Turkey. There are 320 people (245 males and 75 females) in the research group. 10 participants are younger than 25 years old, 113 are in the range of 25-35 years old, 120 are in the range of 36-45 years old, 53 are in the range of 46-55 years old and 15 are older than 56 years old. 34 participants have bachelor’s degree, 94 have master’s degree and 192 have doctoral degree. 140 participants serve as professors, 162 participants serve as lecturers or specialists. 162 participants have less than 10 years of work experience and 158 participants have 11 or more years of work experience.

2.2. Data Collection Tools

Organizational Justice Scale

Organizational Justice Scale, which is used in many domestic or foreign publications as a tool to measure organizational justice and developed by Niehoff – Moorman [36], is used in the research. Factors are called “Procedural Justice” and “Distributive Justice” respectively. Cronbach’s alpha values are used in measuring internal consistency of the factors. These values are calculated as 0.95 for procedural justice and 0.91 for distributive justice. Scale consists of 20 questions. Expressions are graded with Likert scale as 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= slightly agree, 4= agree and 5= strongly agree.

Organizational Silence Scale

In the research, the concept of organizational silence is measured by Organizational Silence Scale, which was developed by Dyne, Ang and Botero [37]. There are totally 15 statements in the scale. With these questions addressed to the employees, it is investigated to find out whether or not they remain silent and if they remain silent, which kind
of silence behaviors they exhibit. Sub-dimensions existing in the scale are called as “Individual Silence” and “Relational Silence” respectively. Cronbach’s alpha values are used in measuring internal consistency of the factors. These values are calculated as 0.93 for individual silence factor and 0.89 for relational silence sub-dimension. Within this research, 5-point Likert Scale is used for the organizational silence scale (1= Never; 5= Always).

Organizational Cynicism Scale

The scale, which was developed by Brandes [30], consists of 14 clauses in 3 sub-dimensions as cognitive, affective and behavioral. Statements in the scale are scored according to 5-level Likert type scale from 1 to 5 (1: never, 2: rarely, 3: sometimes, 4: often and 5: always). It is assumed that the higher the scores are in the scale, the more cynical behaviors participants have. The scale was adapted to Turkish by Erdost et al [38] and validity and reliability of it was fulfilled. Cronbach’s alpha values are used to calculate internal consistency of the factors. These values are calculated as 0.91 for cognitive dimension, 0.93 for affective dimension and 0.86 for behavioral dimension.

2.3. Data Collection

Data for the research was collected between 1 June 2016 and 18 June 2017 after gaining necessary permission from the administrations of relevant schools and faculties. Data was collected by the researcher from relevant departments of twenty two different universities. Data was collected at Schools of Physical Education and Sports and Faculties of Sports Sciences in universities through research associates pursuing master’s degrees and instructors serving at those institutions. Research associates and instructors who volunteered for data collection were informed about data collection process and written guidelines were provided. In this context, a convenient time was organized for the academics who volunteered to join the research, and they were asked to fill the scales at one session. The scales were applied at the same time to the academics who serve at the same departments. Academics filled the scales in their office rooms and application of the surveys was completed in about 10-15 minutes.

2.4. Data Analysis

In order to reach main purpose of the research and to summarize the data obtained, the results are offered as arithmetic mean and standard deviation. Before the statistical analyses, all variables were examined in terms of univariate and multivariate normal distribution. Run statistics for univariate normal distribution put forward that kurtosis coefficients vary between -.73 and .29. As univariate kurtosis and skewness values are smaller than 1, it can be said that they meet the relevant normality criterion [39, 40]. However, the test applied for multivariate normality among the variables was not determined as significant ($\chi^2=1.703$, $p>.05$); standardized values (for multivariate kurtosis and skewness) were found $.78(z= 1.680, p>.05)$ for the kurtosis, and $32.73 (z= -.07, p>.05)$ for the skewness. According to these findings, it can be interpreted that multivariate normality hypotheses are verified. In the light of these values, Maximum Likelihood approach was used during the modeling at 0.05 level of significance.

In the study, a model reflecting the relationship among organizational justice behaviors, organizational silence and cynicism was formed. In the light of the literature, when variables related with the individuals’ organizational justice behaviors are examined, it is observed that distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice drew attention. Again, it can be said that organizational silence has two dimensions as individual and relational, while organizational cynicism has three dimensions as affective, cognitive and behavioral. Accordingly, it can be said that distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice explain the perceptions of the organizational justice; individual and relational silence explain the organizational silence; affective, cognitive and behavioral cynicism explain the organizational cynicism.

In this study, in order to investigate the relationships among the organizational justice behaviors, organizational silence and organizational cynicism, following hypotheses were tested.

H1: The high perceptions of Academics from Schools of Physical Education and Sports about organizational justice will decrease their perceptions of organizational cynicism.

H2: The high perceptions of Academics from Schools of Physical Education and Sports about organizational justice will decrease their perceptions of organizational silence.

In different sources there are different pieces of information about which fit tests will be better for structural equation models and this problem maintains its currency. To test the validity of the model many fit indices are used. Out of these indices, most frequently used ones are; Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test ($\chi^2$/df), CFI-Comparative Fit Index, GFI- Goodness-of-Fit Index, AGFI- Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index, NFI- Normed Fit Index RMSEA- Root Mean Square Error of Approximation andSRMR- Standardized Root Mean Square Residual. Fit values regarding the tests mentioned above and used for model-data fit are shown on the following table.
In order to test the fitting of the model, which was created in the research, to the data, values were calculated concerning all of the tests that were presented in the table.

3. Results

Descriptive statistics were presented on Table 2 concerning the scores that the academics (from the Schools of Physical Education and Sports) obtained from the scales which were administered to determine their perceptions of organizational justice, cynicism and organizational silence.

According to Table 2, interactional justice sub-dimension has the highest mean score concerning the perceptions about the organizational justice. The fact that sub-dimensions concerning the organizational cynicism are at low levels is another remarkable detail. Besides, it is seen that individual silence, one of the sub-dimensions of organizational silence, at a low level compared to relational silence. When the table is examined as a whole, in parallel with the research hypotheses, it is seen that the perceptions of the organizational justice are at a high level and the perceptions of organizational cynicism and the organizational silence are at low levels.

Hypotheses set to attain the purpose of the research are examined with Structural Equation Modeling that was made by Lisrel 8.7 program. The model that is created in accordance with the data obtained from the scales which were administered to determine the perceptions of the academics from the Schools of Physical Education and Sports about organizational justice, cynicism and organizational silence were presented in Figure 1.

When Figure 1 is examined, it will be observed that there is a negative significant correlation between the organizational justice behaviors and the organizational cynicism. Coefficient of correlation is \(-0.62\) and \(t\) value is \(-10.08\). Structural equation can be set as “organizational cynicism = \(-0.62\)*organizational justice”. \(R^2\) value for this equation is found 0.39. According to these values, one point increase in organizational justice causes a 0.62 point decrease in organizational cynicism. So it can be argued that organizational cynicism will decrease when perception of organizational justice increases.
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Figure 1. Structural equation modeling concerning the perceptions about organizational justice, organizational cynicism and organizational silence (Standard Coefficients)

Table 3. Fit values concerning the research model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/sd</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 1, it will be observed that the correlation between organizational justice behaviors and organizational silence is not significant. However, there is a positive significant correlation between organizational silence and organizational cynicism. Coefficient of the correlation is 0.54 and t value is 5.05. This value can be interpreted that a one-point increase in organizational cynicism will cause a 0.54 point increase in organizational silence or conversely a one-point decrease in organizational cynicism will cause a 0.54 point decrease in organizational silence. Structural equation among organizational justice, organizational cynicism and organizational silence were found as “organizational silence = 0.54*organizational cynicism + 0.00090*organizational justice”. $R^2$ value for this equation is 0.29.

All values concerning all of the tests in order to examine the model, which was set in the research, whether it fits to the data were presented on Table 3.

When findings (Table 3) are compared with fit values presented on Table 1, it will be observed that a perfect fit exists between the model and the data. In line with these findings, it can be argued that the hypotheses concerning the tested model for the academics from the Schools of Physical Education and Sports are accepted. According to this, the high perceptions of the academics from the Schools of Physical Education and Sports about organizational justice decrease their perceptions of organizational cynicism and organizational silence.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the research, it is aimed to examine the effect of organizational justice behaviors on organizational silence and cynicism regarding the opinions of academics serving at Schools of Physical Education and Sports and Faculties of Sports Sciences. The research showed that interactional justice has the highest score among the mean scores concerning the perceptions of organizational justice; sub-dimensions of organizational cynicism are at low levels; besides, individual silence, which is one of the perceptions of organizational silence, is at lower level when compared to the relational silence. When mean scores of sub-dimensions concerning the scales used in the research are examined, in parallel with the hypotheses of the research, it was determined that the perceptions of organizational justice are at high levels whereas the perceptions of organizational cynicism and organizational silence are at low levels.

The model created was examined via Structural Equation Modeling concerning the results. As a result of this analysis, it was determined that there exists a negative and significant correlation between the organizational justice behaviors and the organizational cynicism. Results revealed that the organizational cynicism will decrease...
when the perception of the organizational justice behaviors increase.

There are few studies which investigated the relationship between the organizational justice and the organizational cynicism in the literature. In his study, in which he examined premises and results of the organizational cynicism, James [28] put forward that there was a negative correlation between the employees’ perceptions of organizational justice and cynical attitudes.

In the study conducted by Fitzgerald [46], it was stated that individuals who had high perceptions of injustice towards the employing organizations would have more cynical attitudes towards their organizations. In the research conducted by Bernerth et al. [47], it was determined that a negative correlation existed between the organizational cynicism and distributive justice/interational justice. In the same manner, in another research conducted by Kutinis and Çetinel [48] in order to reveal if there was a correlation between the employees’ perceptions of injustice towards the organization and organizational cynicism, it was concluded that the academics who had negative perceptions of justice in general exhibited more cynical attitudes. The employees tend to pay more attention to decisions and matters about these dimensions, which have significant effects financially and socio-culturally, and react negatively when they perceive that those decisions and matters are not fair. When the practices in the organization are considered fair, improvement of the employees’ positive attitudes will be possible. However, in a setting, where injustice is perceived, a climate of silence may be created in the organization since fear and anxiety of the employees arise and the opinions and concerns are not expressed easily, [49]. In this context, in case the employees perceive that prejudice and injustice exist at the organizational decisions and managerial activities, they may have negative feelings such as anger and disappointment [28,46].

Examining justice at organizational level is important for both enterprises and other organizations. If the employees perceive their managers’ approach as fair, then the organization will provide benefit in many ways. This situation increases the motivation of the employees, increases efficiency, and many similar benefits will be earned [50]. In the research that was conducted by Altınöz et al. [51], silence was an important factor in forming the cynicism. To remove both silence and cynicism, it was advised to handle administral practices such as participating in decision making processes, increase of motivation and loyalty, effective leadership and justice carefully.

In the other studies [28,52], in which the elements affecting the organizational cynicism were investigated, various organizational factors such as increase of unjust behaviors in the organizations, decrease in organizational support, psychological breach of contract, increase in working hours and ineffective behaviors of the leaders in the organizations were identified as variables which had significant effects in creation of organizational cynicism attitudes.

In the research, it was determined that the correlation between the organizational justice behaviors and the organizational silence was not significant. Besides, there was a positive significant correlation between the organizational silence and the organizational cynicism. In the research conducted by Çağlayan [53], a positive significant correlation was identified between the employees’ organizational silence and organizational cynicism levels, and it was determined that causes of organizational silence had an effect on cynicism. On the other hand, also in the studies corresponding supporting current findings and conducted by Demirtaş et al. [54]; Kalay et al. [55]; Nartgün and Kartal [56], it was determined that there was a positive significant correlation between organizational silence and organizational cynicism. This result can be interpreted that an increase in organizational cynicism will cause an increase in organizational silence, or on the contrary a decrease in organizational cynicism will cause a decrease in organizational silence as well.

The results obtained in similar researches [28, 46-48,50,52] also support our findings of this research. According to this, increases in unjust behaviors in the organizations have a remarkable effect on creation of organizational silence and cynicism.

In line with the literature, when the variables related with individuals’ organizational justice behaviors are examined, it is observed that distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice come into prominence. Again, it is stated that organizational silence has two dimensions as individual and relational, organizational cynicism has three dimensions as affective, cognitive and behavioral. According to this; distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice explain perceptions of organizational justice, individual and relational silence explain organizational silence and affective, cognitive and behavioral cynicism explain organizational cynicism.

The results obtained from this research show that a perfect fit exists between the research model and the data. With these results, it can be stated that the high perceptions of the academics from the Schools of Physical Education and Sports about organizational justice decrease their perceptions of organizational cynicism and organizational silence. Regarding the results of the research, for the academics to be able to work with high efficiency and increase their loyalty to their employing institutions, it can be mentioned that fair decisions of the managers are important. Therefore it can be suggested that managers take necessary precautions in order to create a democratic working environment and make their decisions with a transparent concept of justice. Concerning the limitations of the research, a limited number of universities were reached and only quantitative methods were run. For
further research, it is advised that sample size be enhanced and different models supported with qualitative methods be created.
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